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On 24 February 2022, the Russian Federation launched a 
broad military invasion in Ukraine, which has contributed to 
significant internal displacement and cross-border movements. 
To this moment, it is estimated that over 5,186,744 
persons have been forcibly displaced into neighbouring 
countries, with still more projected to move out of the 
country1. 7,707,000 persons are displaced within Ukraine 
as a direct result of the war2. Women and children fleeing 
from the Russian military invasion in Ukraine and heading to 
other countries face risks of human trafficking and gender-
based violance (GBV), while men, elderly people, those with 
movement barriers and those staying in the country can also 
become a prey for exploiters.

IOM and partner NGOs, which 
are currently operating and 
providing protection activities, 
including assistance – 18 NGOs, 

18 regions.

Tailored assistance for 
most vulnerable internally 
displaced persons (IDPs) and 

conflict-affected population, for which 
protection concerns were identified, and 
who have multiple barriers to access 
services. Assistance was provided by IOM’s 
partner NGOs. 

Eighty-four  cases with protection  
concerns received by IOM 
were assessed in detail, advised, 
referred and assisted whenever 

possible (third-country nationals, children, 
people with disabilities, crisis-affected 
people who cannot leave their place of 
residence, etc.).

Over 3,300 individuals were 
supported with information, 
assistance and advocacy for 

third-country nationals in Ukraine (groups 
or individuals) and to foreign nationals with 
family members in Ukraine.

31,800 consultations in 
response to 7,381 calls 
received were provided 

through the National Toll-Free Migrant 
Advice and Counter-Trafficking Hotline.

121,500 leaflets on safe 
migration and trafficking and 
GBV awareness raising were 

developed by IOM Ukraine and distributed 
in 14 oblasts of Ukraine and in Moldova in 
the following locations: train and bus stations, 
collective centres for IDPs, temporary 
shelters and centres for humanitarian and 
volunteer assistance, border crossing points, 
shopping centres and other public places.
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KEY FIGURES (since 24 February 2022)
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information on services provided by different organizations / embassies 
general information about human trafficking and safe migration  

receiving social support
procedure of seeking asylum / obtaining refugee status

work of border crossing points
border crossing by men subjected to conscription 

border crossing by children  

                                                                               74.9%
                                                           55.9%
                                             42.7%
                                       37.2%
                                  32.1%
                                30.9% 
                                30.6%
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Medical assistance, 
medicines  

Accommodation

85%

77%

85%
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Regions in which assistance information was available for this weekly update were Chernihiv, Rivne, Lviv, Vinnytsia, Ternopil, Dnipro, 
Zaporizhzhia, Odesa, Ivano-Frankivsk, Uzhhorod, Kyiv. Assistance was provided based on multiple criteria and assessed exposure to 
protection risks, and not just age, ability, health status etc.
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■ IOM’s NGO partners conducted 301 individual consultations and 40 group info-sessions on safe migration and 
counter-trafficking for over 800 most at-risk people in 6 oblasts of Ukraine (Vinnytsia, Odesa, Khmelnytsky, Volyn, Rivne 
and Ternopil) since 1 April. Additionally, IOM partners conducted more than 30 online consultations among Ukrainian  
refugees residing abroad via Viber and Whatsapp. 

■ To further expand IOM’s advocacy efforts, its NGO partners held 8 meetings with local authorities in Lviv, Rivne 
and Poltava aimed to raise the issue of increased risks of human trafficking in times of the war, and strengthen 
awareness-raising activities on the local level in cooperation with the state social services, city administrations and other 
stakeholders. 

NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES PER WEEK

SUBJECT OF CALLS

TYPES OF ASSISTANCE PROVIDED4:

PROTECTION RISKS MITIGATION AND PREVENTION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING (weekly updates)

PROTECTION AND ASSISTANCE TO VULNERABLE MIGRANTS (weekly updates)

Psychological 
assistance
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NUMBER OF HOTLINE CALLS 
AND CONSULTATIONS

3,783 consultations

919 calls received
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PROFILE OF HOTLINE BENEFICIARIES 

womenmen
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2% of calls came from foreign 
nationals

72% of calls came from IDPs

National Toll-Free Migrant Advice and Counter-Trafficking Hotline continues working 
daily from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. with six simultaneously operational lines3.

Food 

92%

Iryna with her husband and their three children fled from a village in Kharkiv Region. They found refuge in one of the 
collective IDP centres. On the day of the interview with a social worker, she visited a doctor and learned that she was 

pregnant with her fourth child. IOM’s partner NGO provided her with financial support to purchase some food for her and 
her children. Additionally, Iryna mentioned that the family intends to further move to Poland. To protect them from potential 
trafficking risks, the NGO partner conducted a comprehensive consultation about safe migration, and provided her with 
information and and contact details of  from relevant hotlines and services both in Ukraine and Poland.



1 Sources: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine
2 Source: Ukraine — Internal Displacement Report — General Population Survey Round 3 (17 April 2022)
3 For detailed infographs on calls since the start of the war see: KEY STATISTICS: NATIONAL TOLL-FREE MIGRANT ADVICE AND COUNTER-TRAFFICKING HOTLINE
4 These are major types of assistance, other types were also provided on a case-by-case basis (access to documentation, transportation, etc.)

Ms. Eliza GALOS, 
IOM Ukraine Migrant Protection and Assistance Programme Coordinator: egalos@iom.int
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OPERATIONAL UPDATES

■ On 18 April, IOM reopened Kyiv Medical Rehabilitation Centre for trafficking survivors, having scaled up its support also to GBV 
survivors, including those affected by the conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV). Tailored medical and psychological assistance by in-
house psychologist, psychotherapist, gynecologist as well as in-kind and cash assistance to survivors, can be provided for up to 14 people 
at a time (number of residential support).

■ IOM engaged with new and existing protection actors from the UN family and from among the international NGOs in Ukraine, to 
establish general referral pathways, as well as referral system at the oblast level, for issues such as child protection case management, 
access to education for children, support for people with disabilities. Information exchange on trends, needs, risks, as well as services, 
were discussed, with the aim to ensure better knowledge-sharing, avoid duplication and ensure synergies in activities provided by UN 
and NGO actors at the oblast level.

■ IOM continues to support a Crisis Centre in Western Ukraine, which provides a range of services and hosts IDPs with multiple 
vulnerabilities and protection concerns. IOM is providing tailored assistance, which includes in-kind individual donations, updated 
information on local services (e.g. healthcare) and safe migration, support for livelihoods, able to undertake an income-generating 
activities, facilitating access to remote learning for children and stable internet connection. 
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IOM is delivering different types of protection activities: direct services delivery; services mapping and partner identification; 
protection assessments, data analysis and research; protection information dissemination and awareness raising; system-
strengthening and capacity development; protection mainstreaming and advocacy. IOM’s has a network of over 30 protection 
actors (local NGOs with strong community outreach and close relationship with local social services) in all oblasts of Ukraine, out 
of which 18 are fully operational at the moment.

IOM is an active member of the Protection Cluster, Gender-Based Violence (GBV) Sub-Cluster and the Child Protection Sub-
Cluster. IOM has recently started to act as co-chair of the Counter-Trafficking Task Force in Ukraine.

Integrating protection into the organizational humanitarian response, IOM and its NGO partners continue to coordinate with the 
local and regional authorities as well as with new protection actors at the regional level, including international NGOs and UN 
agencies to further develop and strengthen referral pathways for protection cases.
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